PACS O.R. Display Solutions

Needs Assessment and Consultation
Double Black Imaging provides a complete surgical suite walkthrough to develop a specific plan which meets each operating rooms' unique workflow.

Custom Solution Development
The Double Black Imaging team of experts will develop a site specific solution to meet your unique surgical suites' imaging requirements.

Custom Product Modification and Integration
Monitors provided by Double Black Imaging are custom integrated with a cleanable, protective panel. Product options include monitors that are medically certified and / or DICOM® compliant. All surgical display solutions are designed for sterile and tightly spaced operating room environments.

Product Sourcing
The Double Black Imaging North American sourcing team provides Double Black Imaging access to cutting edge technology and the ability to provide life-cycle management for our customers.

Setup and Installation
Double Black Imaging Field Engineers are experts with surgical environments. We work around the surgery schedules to provide successful installation and training.

Maintenance, Repair and Troubleshooting
Double Black Imaging offers service and support to all our customers. We extensively train your surgical staff to properly maintain all installed equipment and give them access to our 24x7x365 DBI Service Desk Support program at no additional charge.
PACS O.R. Display Solutions

**LCD Monitor**
- 42 inch LCD with Protective Panel*
  * Medically Certified with UL60601 and IPX-1

**Cart Options**
- Large Format Display Rolling Cart
- Single Head Display Rolling Cart
- Dual Head Displays Rolling Cart

**PC Options**
- 1IP Z Series Small Form Factor PC
- 1IP Z Series Mid Tower PC
  * PCs are certified for the O.R by connecting them to a medically certified, isolation transformer/UPS battery backup unit

**Wall Mount Options**
- Fixed Display Mount
- Articulating Display Mount
- Wall Track (for keyboards, PC, UPS or monitors)

**Hasole-Free Service & Support**
Overcome technical challenges with our team of experienced engineers and technicians. Whether it's a simple answer or on-site troubleshooting, we can help any time, every time. Accurate and consistent presentation of images is a critical requirement for radiology displays.